The Learning Platform for Digital Business from SAP
Learn SAP how and when you want – with SAP Learning Hub

Companies are investing in technologies to create digital processes and streamline existing workflows. Success depends on your people quickly becoming proficient with new systems and applications. This takes serious training, for inexperienced users and seasoned pros alike. SAP Learning Hub is tailor-made for this critical challenge. It offers enterprise-wide access to the full SAP knowledge base of guided skill-building, social learning, and self-paced training through multiple formats such as e-learning and e-books – all for a single affordable subscription fee. SAP Learning Hub is cloud-based, enabling you to learn at your own pace and tailor a program to suit your individual needs.

Unlimited learning, anytime, anywhere. With SAP Learning Hub, your business and technical users have 24/7 access to a wealth of training tools and materials from SAP on demand, in multiple formats and languages, that are always up to date.

Easy to purchase, afford, and manage. One modest yearly subscription is all it takes to deliver a learning platform from SAP across the enterprise. SAP Learning Hub lets you optimize time spent on course scheduling and employee travel. It also frees you from the effort and expense of having to produce and deliver specialized content yourself – for example, upskilling and refresh materials for frequent new releases of software. At a lower cost per user than a single three-day classroom seminar, your entire organization gains access to training covering the full SAP software portfolio.

**Learner-centric experience.** Training materials are provided in a variety of formats to fit individual learning styles. Users can choose from self-paced e-learning courses, e-books, and social learning forums led by SAP experts who provide instructional guidance and answer questions. SAP Live Access systems supplement these offerings with hands-on practice.

**Faster enablement, higher adoption, and greater software ROI.** Our broad spectrum of convenient, proven training tools shortens the time to software productivity. Users quickly acquire the skills and confidence to deliver demonstrable value and transformative business outcomes.

SAP Learning Hub is a standalone learning platform that can also be combined with traditional training as part of a blended learning strategy. A private cloud version of SAP Learning Hub is also available to offer additional flexibility and customization options.
Chart Your Best Path to Training Success

SAP Learning Hub offers effective training choices for each and every user, whatever their natural learning style or approach.

**Learning Journeys.** Visual, interactive guides detailing the recommended route to gain full competence, or expand your skills, for specific roles and SAP solutions. In mapping out a complete pathway, Learning Journeys also indicate digital elements of a blended learning strategy.

**E-Learning Courses.** Access self-paced online courses covering a variety of popular SAP solution topics. Each includes highly effective learning components such as recorded expert instruction modules and real-world simulations. Learn entirely online, at your own pace, and on your own schedule.

**SAP Learning Rooms.** Social learning forums for exchanging ideas, skills, and tips with peers, and getting advice and guidance from SAP solution experts through live sessions and Q&A. SAP Learning Rooms also include video tutorials, best-practice documentation, and study materials for certification exams for SAP software.

**E-Books.** Online e-books for introductory to advanced courses. Compatible with all desktop and mobile devices, our e-books feature completion tracking, study time logging, bookmarking, and many other capabilities to ease and enhance self-learning.

**SAP Live Access.** On-demand, hands-on access to live, fully configured versions of SAP software applications for practicing on your own. Work through exercises and refine your skills in a secure and private real-world environment, separate from your company’s production instance of the application. SAP Live Access is an add-on purchase option exclusively for SAP Learning Hub subscribers.

To learn more about SAP Learning Hub, speak to your SAP representative or visit training.sap.com/shop/learninghub